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Inquiry into Tackling Climate Change in Victorian Communities On 1 May 2019, the Legislative Assembly agreed to the following
motion: That this House: An inquiry into what urban, rural and regional communities in Victoria are doing to tackle climate change
and how the Victorian Government could support these communities to the Environment and Planning Committee for consideration
and report no later than 30 June 2020.
This Submission contains 10 headings:
1 - Have you heard of Joseph Wegener and Joseph Lister?
2 - The Precautionary principle.
3 - Why waste money?
4 - Are current Government policies barking up the wrong tree?
5 - Extreme weather events have DECREASED
6 - Victoria facing a critical shortage of baseload energy
7 - Victoria should learn from the failed South Australian experiment with Renewables

8 - 22 volcano’s and 20,000 bushfires
9 - Factors which influence climate
10 - Conclusion
1 –Have you heard of Joseph Wegener and Joseph Lister?
When the `truth’ isn’t always the truth. Sometimes consensus scientists aren’t always right. There are
many, many examples in history where the mavericks have been proven over time to be right. Take for
example, Joseph Wegneger (1880-1930) because of their controversial views were considered as
being outside mainstream science - they were branded as `deniers’ –to use a modern pejorative term.
Today Wegener’s plate tectonic theory and Lister’s views on infection and contamination (following
Louis Pasteur), are now mainstream science, but it took some time but truth finally prevailed over error.
And the same thing is happening today as regards climate science. Anyone who even raises any sort of
doubt about global warming is immediately labeled a `denier’. However, what if in ten years time
`deniers’ are proved correct? What then? And I believe they will be proven correct in their view that
CO2 is not the principle driver of climate change, nor does it cause extreme weather, rising sea levels
and so on. Going on geological records temperature will in the next two decades and beyond we will
see a decline in temperatures -despite rising CO2 levels. So are you still prepared to waste billions of
taxpayer’s money on trying to achieve the unachievable?
Sadly I think you are going to waste mountains of taxpayers because it’s politically expedient. As a
taxpayer I object strongly to wasting my taxes on an esoteric `problem’ that will have no meaningful
impact on addressing its stated intention.
A Royal Commission is long overdue to test the veracity of global warming science. It’s high time the
assumptions around carbon dioxide and climate change were challenged. According to the
Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change (NIPCC) Report, Climate Change
Reconsidered, anthropogenic carbon emissions have no insignificant impact on climate change and
they pose no threat to the planet; there is no compelling reason to decarbonise the economy.
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2 – The Precautionary principle.
Dire predictions of climate change have been with us for over three decades now and none of these
dire predictions have eventuated so why are we so slow to learn? Despite the tens of billions spent on
addressing the `climate problem’ there has had NO measurable impact on climate. The definition of
insanity is trying the same thing over and over again hoping for a different result. And sadly I think this
Committee is again falling for the nonsense that man can by spending billions on climate abatement
measures can have a measurable impact on climate.
Predictions of global warming are not based on proven science (testing the hypothesis by observation
and verification) but rather speculative computer modeling. Anyone with a modicum of knowledge
about computer projections of future weather/climate knows that CSIRO and BoM have failed miserably
to predict weather/climate in 5 years time using computer modeling. The National Farmers Federation
stopped using the CSIRO’s long range weather forecasting service because they couldn’t accurately
predict the weather even two years down the track! Yet `climate experts' are telling us they can get it
right in 50 years or even 100 yrs from now. This is complete nonsense.
The Earth's climate is a chaotic and dynamic system, there is no supercomputer which can accurately
predict weather/climate 10 years from now, forget about 50 years. And if you do believe in the dubious
science of global warming, then what you need to do is your cost-benefit analysis. Have you done your
cost benefit analysis?
Environmentalists may argue that even if there is some debate over the science; at least let's manage
the (perceived) risk. However, the precautionary principle is not science, but rather an attempt to
second guess nature on future weather patterns and as pointed out above there is no way anybody can
predict future climate 50 years or longer down the track..
All the billions already spent (around the world roughly one billion per day) on trying to ameliorate global
warming have had no measurable impact whatsoever.
3 - Why waste money?
Even environmentalists like Professor Borg Lomborg, who agrees with global warming theory, has
shown that trying to head climate change off at the pass, will involve spending far more than if we
simply waited and addresses specific climate-related issues if and when they occur. Estimates range
from spending five times as much to 50 times as much by implementing so called precautionary
measures.
Lomborg’s wait and see approach is sensible and a better way of proceeding than rushing in and
spending trillions over the next century implementing precautionary measures. Even if the temperature
did rise slightly, it would be a very beneficial thing for humanity as it will mean greater agricultural
yields.
The precautionary principle is nothing more than one half of a risk-benefit analysis. The risk half is
incapable of assessing the true impact of implementing climate abatement measures (precautionary
principle). The planet has not and will not benefit from the trillions spend on climate abatement
measures and in getting into so called `green’ energy, and even if it did to some minuscule degree
(that’s a very big assumption) but
what's the point if you if you end up making life worse for most people by wrecking driving up energy
prices, sending thousands of local jobs offshore, lowering the standard of living, and inducing a
stagnant or worse still declining economy and inducing a deep recession?
Slavishly implementing climate change policies could see western economies becoming bogged down
in a bureaucratic quagmire coupled with high unemployment and a declining standard of living. Think
about it.
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4 - Are current Government policies barking up the wrong tree?
What is of concern to me is that it appears the Victorian Parliament has made up their minds that;
(1) There is some sort of climate emergency, (Which nobody has any idea exactly what this means),
and
(2) That given there is some alleged problem that by acting now is the cheapest and best option.
Neither are correct.
Lets be clear about a few things, Anyone who had done some background research knows full well that
the science on climate change is NOT settled, nor is there any fabled 97% of scientists who have
agreed with the proposition that man’s activities are causing global warming, and this alleged warming
is causing an increase in extreme weather event, rising sea levels and coastal flooding. None of these
propositions have been proven; in fact the Royal Society (UK) who agrees with anthropogenic global
warming says that there is NO direct correlation between carbon dioxide levels and an increase in
extreme weather event, rising sea levels and coastal flooding.
Any scientist, who claims there is a correlation, should go and get another job.
Which begs the question is there a need for the Government to be spending tens of billions on
addressing the ‘problem’ of climate change when clearly the impact of CO2 levels on the above can’t be
proven – despite what environmentalists claim. The present government is spending up large on
infrastructure, we are deeply in debt. So why are we not looking at trimming expenditure rather than
looking for another excuse to waste tens of millions of dollars on an invisible `problem’?
But no doubt your committee, being an instrument of the government, will have a vested interest in
pushing the scare campaign on climate change, not because there is clearly a visible threat, but rather
to stop the drift of environmental votes going to the Greens, and also acting on environmental concerns
is favour of the month right now.
I would remind the Committee that going by the Geological records, CO2 levels will still be around or
above current levels, and within a decade Victoria’s temperatures will decline as currently we are at the
top of a warming cycle and so temperatures will start to decline. We are facing colder temperatures in
the future -and not warmer, as predicted by BoM and the SCIRO and others.
5- Extreme weather events have DECREASED
It’s also claimed extreme weather events have increased. Contrary to popular misconception, there
has been a DECREASE in extreme weather events. This is well documented by Indur Goklany' in his
book, `The Improving state of the World. Extreme weather events have declined by over 20 percent
over the past three decades – despite the increasing CO2 levels.
6 - Victoria facing a critical shortage of baseload energy
I noticed in the Age yesterday (22/7), the Australian Energy Market Commission unveiled a draft
decision for the east coast wholesale electricity market to pay big electricity users for reducing power
demand during peak times. (I thought they already paid them?) "While households and small energy
users are excluded for now, the AEMC said it would review the need for consumer protections....." So
will the government be paying us to turn off our heaters and air-con in due course?
20,000 people died in the UK in 2017 because they couldn’t afford their power bills, thanks to mandated
renewable energy usage. It’s apparent that Victoria is not facing a climate emergency but a power
emergency as government persist in the folly of building more renewable energy projects like wind and
solar thinking that these can replace the stable, cheap, efficient and reliable baseload power provided
by coal fired power.
Personally I would like to see the Committee, rather than focusing on mitigating the effects of alleged
global warming, how about getting the facts right in the first place?
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The Victorian and federal governments and their departments should review the best available
evidence supporting, or not supporting, the anthropogenic climate change theory. But sadly there is a
fat change of this happening as saving the planet fever has gripped everyone and commonsense,
reason and science have all gone out the window. As for `saving the planet’, what arrogant nonsense
is this? (See George Carlin video on saving the planet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7W33HRc1A6c.
We can’t do a jolly thing to “save” it, remember King Canute?
I thought it might be worthwhile at this juncture to emphasize the inability of wind and solar to power
modern societies. The Committee should check Germany's experience. Renewables can’t cut the
mustard.
If you want to ensure a bleak future for this state by all means build more wind farms and solar plants.
Unlike the European nations, Australia does not have close neighbours who have abundant nuclear
and hydro power which can be utilized when renewables aren’t supplying the power needed (which is
often) to run the economy.
We should remember that a government’s FIRST priority is to its people and if it can’t supply affordable
and reliable power and adequate water supplies, then it doesn’t deserve to be in office. The Victoria
Governments FIRST priority is to the people of this state - it is NOT some esoteric thing like `saving’ the
planet‘(whatever that means). If modern science can't prove CO2 is a threat, there's no excuse for
using expensive 'renewables'. Why doesn’t the Committee recommend to the Andrews Government
they could save huge amounts of money by using gas or coal fired power as an interim measure?
7 - Victoria should learn from the failed South Australian experiment with Renewables
Back in 2016 the South Australian government in conjunction with various private energy companies
planned to spend 2050 million on renewable energy projects. These included the Port Augusta
Renewable park and thermal solar plant, plus subsidising the installation of 50,000 rooftop solar units.
The claimed annual combined output of these projects was 1,823,000MWh.
AGL announced it would spend over 295 million on building a gas fired power plant with a rated
capacity of 210MW or an annual energy output of 1,839,600 MWh.
For about one-seventh of the cost of the renewable energy projects, one gas fired power unit can
provide the same power output of these large renewable energy projects plus it’s suited for
baseload power. On the other hand the renewable energy projects can NOT supply despatchable
power and their rated maximum capacity only works when the sun shines and the wind blows in the
main.
The efficiency of wind turbines is around 21% of rated capacity whereas the rated capacity of Coal fired
power is around 92-95%. A coal fired power plants lasts around 50 odd years compared with about 12
years for wind turbines.
It’s a no brainer really. So why are we titling at windmills? It’s hard to understand why the Victorian
Government doesn’t just simply build another gas or HELE coal fired power plant - even just as a stop
(words; 2,077)
gap measure until other viable cleaner sources of energy can be found.
8 - 22 Volcano’s and 20,000 bushfires
Mankind emits around 0.001% of the total CO2 in the Earth’s atmosphere. Yes, the total humancaused CO2 emissions globally is a whole one-thousandth of one percent (.038%) - a completely
insignificant amount, because it means that 99.999% of all CO2 emissions occur naturally and man
cannot do anything about this. Also at any one given time there are 22 active Volcano’s emitting gases
into the atmosphere and around 15,000 to 20,000 bush fires burning at any one given time, all of the
above pumping out particulates into the atmospheres. Which more than offsets any reduction in CO2
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emissions that the world collectively makes, so why are we kidding ourselves that modest reductions in
man’s CO2 emissions is going to make any difference?
Currently CO2 levels are at 413ppm (July 2019). When CO2 reaches 50ppm from all sources, CO2 has
reached its maximum impact on climate and any increase of CO2 past this point has virtually no
significant impact on climate.
9 - Factors which influence climate
There are many drivers of climate variability, (many variables are dynamic and constantly changing and
change factors include (in order of impact):
(1) Magnetosphere – heliosphere (sun spot activity); Cosmic winds, (biggest factor), (GeoMagnetic
Field),
(2) Variation of Earth’s orbit (variation in distance from the Sun; (more elongated),
(3) Proximity to equator,
(4) Earth’s orbital variations (The Earth’s tilt ranges from 22 to 24.5. Currently it’s 23.3).
(5) Influence of moon on tides, fluctuating ocean levels,
(6) Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) and GMF
(7) The El Nino (dry, warmer weather) or La Nina (cooler, wetter weather) phenomena,
(8) Volcanic activity on land AND on sea bed floor (changing acidity levels),
(9) Level and intensity of cloud cover, (water vapour concentrations),
(10) Ice-reflectivity feedback,
(11) Direction of prevailing winds,
(12) Location, including proximity to the ocean, mountains, rainforest etc
(13) Land use changes, wide scale clearances, logging, cropping etc,
(14) Human emissions, industrial and commercial activity. Every time a person exhales they breathe
out 40,000 ppm of CO2.
CO2 does not drive temperature, but temperature drives CO2 levels. As temperature rises, and or
falls, so this in turn dives CO2 levels in the atmosphere (release/storage of CO2 in the oceans).
According to Dr. Ferenc Miskolczi,
When CO2 reaches 50ppm from all sources, CO2 has reached its maximum impact on climate. Any
increase of CO2 past this point has virtually no significant impact on climate change. Water molecules
have a much greater capacity
To prevent extremes of heat and cold in our climate, and are responsible for 95% of the Earth’s
greenhouse effect. They absorb far more of the heat radiated from the ground than carbon dioxide.
10 - Conclusion
Of every 86,500 atmospheric particles, 400 are water vapour and four are CO2. Humanity’s
contribution is one solitary molecule. If there is a `culprit’ in climate change then it’s certainly not
CO2. The science on climate change is never `done and dusted. 31,487 scientists have gone on
record as saying they do not accept that human activity is the principal driver of climate change.
It must be noted that a modest increase in global temperatures would be highly beneficial for the planet.
If you want plants to grow you place them in a glasshouse! Consider this; the amount of CO2 in the
atmosphere varies by five percent each year. The total contribution of humanity to CO2 levels is 1.8
percent. In other words humanity’s contribution is well below the natural variation in the atmosphere. So
logically our CO2 emissions cannot be influencing climate change to any significant degree.

Attached: Comparison Chart of energy costs and baseload capacity.
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Life of plant
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Cost to
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Efficiency
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Renewable
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9 Billion

Nuclear
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energy
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14%

95%
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ONE
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Clean coal power is almost as
clean as gas.
Carbon capture and storage
not viable, although modified
lignite can adsorb exhaust
emissions to reduce them
effectively to zero. (Australian
technology)
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impact
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impact
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but where manufactured there is
high environmental impact. Plus
there is collateral damage to
wildlife & serious health
implications: infra-sound
Low local environmental impact
but where manufactured there is
high environmental impact. Plus
there is collateral damage to
wildlife (fried birds.)
Best Option
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Notes: A cost comparison with Rokewood and Hazelwood Power Station based on latest CSIRO estimates, shows that for building a coal station is $3,100 per kW. The replacement for the giant coal
1600MW Hazelwood station which is closing soon is $3,100 multiplied by 1,000,000 multiplied by 1.6 equals $4.96 billion.
The Rokewood wind farm (200 turbines) has a claimed maximum generating capacity of 800MW, exactly half of Hazelwood. So at first glance it would appear that two of these windfarms would
produce the same as Hazelwood at a cheaper cost. However, windfarms only produce electricity when the wind is between certain limits. Analysis of Australian windfarms in 2015 showed that on
average, they only produce 29% of their rated capacity; this is known as their capacity factor. The other 71% of the time they have to rely on coal fired power as back-up.
On the above figures it takes seven Rokewood windfarms to equal Hazelwood. The cost of seven Rokewood windfarms would be 9 billion dollars. This is more than double the cost of a clean coal
replacement. If no wind is blowing at required strength across Victoria, even if the government built 20 Rokewood’s, they would all be useless!
AGL (biggest coal-fired power producer), Origin Energy and Energy Australia all say they are planning to close their coal-fired generation assets years before the 2050 date by which AGL has declared
it will close what will then be its last coal plant — Loy Yang A in Victoria. (Matt Chambers, The Australian, 15/9/2017).

If these 3 coal fired power stations were closed the States of NSW, Victoria and South Australia would be blacked out.

Australia’s Electricity is controlled by AGL
Posted: Anthony Cox, 09 Sep 2017 10:27 PM PDT
Andrew Vesey is head of one of Australia’s biggest electricity producers and retailers, AGL. AGL bought Liddell and Bayswater coal fired power stations in 2014 before Vesey became the CEO of AGL.
NSW ALP initiated this sale and it was completed by Baird’s Coalition government against the strong advice of Australia’s corporate watchdog, the ACCC which stated:
There would be ''significant detriment'' if AGL's proposed purchase of the country's largest power generator, Macquarie Generation, proceeds while public benefits would be ''small'',
competition watchdog, the ACCC has warned.
However, the sale went ahead for $1.5 billion. At the time and still, Liddell and Bayswater supplied over 40% of NSW’s electricity. To replace these 2 world class power stations would cost $7-8 billion.
Subsequent to the purchase of Liddell and Bayswater Vesey purchased Loy Yang - A power station in the Latrobe Valley in Victoria. Loy Yang A is Australia’s biggest power station at 3300 MW of
installed capacity compared to the 4600 MW of installed capacity at Liddell and Bayswater.
If these 3 coal fired power stations were closed the States of NSW, Victoria and South Australia would be blacked out.
Andrew Vesey is head of one of Australia’s biggest electricity producers and retailers, AGL. AGL bought Liddell and Bayswater coal fired power stations in 2014 before Vesey became the CEO of AGL.
NSW ALP initiated this sale and it was completed by Baird’s Coalition government against the strong advice of Australia’s corporate watchdog, the ACCC which stated:
There would be ''significant detriment'' if AGL's proposed purchase of the country's largest power generator, Macquarie Generation, proceeds while public benefits would be ''small'',
competition watchdog, the ACCC has warned.
So what does Vesey propose to do? Vesey has a green activist background, he believes in alarmism, that human emissions of CO2 from the burning of fossil fuel are damaging the climate. He has
surrounded himself with other green activists like Skye Laris, a former member of Get Up and ALP staffer and current partner of prominent ALP member and alarmist, Tony Burke:
Other members of Vesey’s team include Tony Chappel who is a graduate of Gore’s Climate Reality Project.
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So, given all this why wouldn’t Vesey declare AGL is getting out of coal, will be closing Liddell and Bayswater in 2022 and 2035 respectively and that the future power needs of Australia will be met by
solar and wind? And you can bet your bottom dollar and last candle Vesey will have the closure of Loy Yang A also on the drawing board.
Aiding and abetting this plan by Vesey is the government’s Large Scale Renewable Energy certificate plan. Basically, this plan allows wind and solar plants to issue renewable energy certificates which
coal fired power plants have to buy. 26 million of these certificates at $85 each will be issued this year alone for a total cost of nearly $2.25 BILLION which the coal companies have to buy and pass
on the cost to electricity consumers. $2.25 BILLION before they can charge anything for their power and which every electricity user has to pay before they pay for real power provided by coal power
plants.
Why real power because the renewables can issue these certificates based on their installed capacity NOT what they actually produce. Dr Michael Crawford has done an analysis of this grotesque
and wasteful scheme and an analysis of how other overseas carpetbaggers owning solar and wind farms profit from Australian electricity consumers shows those carpet baggers receive a return on
investment of 900%! With 90% of the cost of the project coming directly from subsidies provided by the Australian taxpayer!
A study in 2012 showed Australia’s wind farms produce NO power for nearly 40% of the time. Solar is worse since the sun sets for 50% of the time and clouds interfere with their production of
electricity. Neither wind or solar can supply base load or peaking power. Australia’s electricity is amongst the most expensive in the world.
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The world has spent $1.8 TRILLION on renewables with total world electricity from wind and solar still only 2%:

Australia has already wasted 10’s of billions on renewables and if Shorten wins the next election will waste another $100 billion at least. Vesey is already up to his neck in these taxpayer funded
subsidies with $3 billion in a green energy fund and subsidies for the joke of clean coal. Vesey is on a $6.9 million PA salary package with either Turnbull or Shorten likely to dish out more. What does
he care if the average punter can’t afford electricity or blackouts will occur and the nation is heading for an economic cliff courtesy of electricity prices and shortages.
AGL’s CEO Andrew Vesey can smile because the joke is on us.
http://theclimatescepticsparty.blogspot.com.au/2017/09/australias-electricity-is-controlled-by.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed:+TheClimateScepticstcsBlog+(The+Climate+Sceptics+(TCS)+Blog)

Goodbye the lucky country!
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Test Yourself
Date……………

on carbon dioxide emissions and climate change.

Compiled by Alan Barron, Grovedale. E: Abarron@iprimus.com.au.

Revised: 12 May 2019

Circle your answers.

Q1. Greenhouse Gases make up how much of the total atmosphere?
(A)
3%
(B)
10%
(C)
20%
(D)
30%
Q2. Of the total Greenhouse Gases, carbon dioxide makes up what percentage?
(A)
3%
(B) 10%
( C ) 20%
(D) 30%
Q3. Of the total carbon dioxide, what is the human contribution?
(A) 2.5%
(B) 30%
( C ) 40%
(D) 50%
Q4. Of the Earth’s total human produced carbon dioxide, what is Australia’s contribution?
(A)
Less than 1.4% (B)
10%
(C)
15%
(D)
20%
Q5. What is carbon dioxide?
(A)
It’s a harmful pollutant – causes global warming, damages plant life, and threatens human life and
the environment.
(B)
Mostly produced by human activity and is dangerous as it causes dangerous global warming.
( C ) Unsure, don’t know
(D)
It’s not a pollutant; it’s necessary for all plant and animal life.
Q6.

Predominately what gas is coming out of the two large towers in the picture?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Carbon dioxide (CO2)
Smoke - industrial soot harmful to human and animal life
Mostly harmless steam (water vapour)
Unsure, don’t know

Q7. When looking at the CO2 levels over past geological time, we find that C02 levels have gone
up in warm periods and declined during ice ages.
(A)
Did CO2 levels rise before the temperature rose?
(B)
Did CO2 levels rise after the temperature rose?
( C ) The historical data is not important
(D)
Unsure/don’t know
Q8. Is the increase in carbon dioxide emissions from human activity the MAIN driver of climate
change/global warming?
(A)
Yes
(B)
Mostly responsible.
(C)
Unsure, don’t know
(D) No
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Answers
Q1. Greenhouse Gases make up how much of the total atmosphere?
(A) 3%
Q2. Of the total Greenhouse Gases, carbon dioxide makes up what percentage?
(A) 3%
Q3. Of the total carbon dioxide, what is the human contribution?
(A) 2.5%
Q4. Of the total human produced carbon dioxide, what is Australia’s contribution?
(A) Less than 1.5%
Q5. Is carbon dioxide a harmful pollutant?
(D) No, it’s not a pollutant; it’s necessary for plant and animal life.
Q6. Predominately what gas is coming out of the two large towers?
( C ) Harmless steam (water vapour)
Q7. When looking at the CO2 levels over geological time, we find that C02 levels have gone up
in warm periods and declined during ice ages.
(B) CO2 levels increase after the temperature had risen.
Q8. Is the increase in carbon dioxide emissions from human activity the main driver of climate
change/global warming?
(D)
No
Carbon Facts

Very simply, humans emit around 0.001% of the total CO2 in the Earth’s atmosphere. Yes, the total human-caused
CO2 emissions globally is a whole one-thousandth of one percent (.038%) - a completely insignificant amount,
because it means that 99.999% of all CO2 emissions occur naturally and man cannot do anything about this. Also at
any one given time there are 22 active Volcano’s emitting gases into the atmosphere and around 15,000 to 20,000
bush fires burning at any one given time, all of the above pumping out particulates into the atmospheres.
Currently CO2 levels are at 413ppm (April 2019). When CO2 reaches 50ppm from all sources, CO2 has reached its
maximum impact on climate and any increase of CO2 past this point has very little impact on climate change.
There are many drivers of climate variability, (many variables are dynamic and constantly changing and change
factors include (in order of impact):
(1) Magnetosphere – heliosphere (sun spot activity); Cosmic winds, (biggest factor), (GeoMagnetic Field),
(2) Variation of Earth’s orbit (variation in distance from the Sun; (more elongated),
(3) Proximity to equator,
(4) Earth’s orbital variations (The Earth’s tilt ranges from 22 to 24.5. Currently it’s 23.3).
(5) Influence of moon on tides, fluctuating ocean levels,
(6) Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) and GMF
(7) The El Nino (dry, warmer weather) or La Nina (cooler, wetter weather) phenomena,
(8) Volcanic activity on land AND on sea bed floor (changing acidity levels),
(9) Level and intensity of cloud cover, (water vapour concentrations),
(10) Ice-reflectivity feedback,
(11) Direction of prevailing winds,
(12) Location, including proximity to the ocean, mountains, rainforest etc
(13) Land use changes, cropping etc, and
(14) Human emissions, industrial and commercial activity.
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CO2 does not drive temperature, but temperature
drives CO2 levels. As temperature rises, and or falls, so
this in turn dives CO2 levels in the atmosphere (release/storage of CO2 in the oceans). According to Dr. Ferenc
Miskolczi,
when CO2 reaches 50ppm from all sources, CO2 has reached its maximum impact on climate. Any increase of CO2
past this point has virtually no significant impact on climate change. Water molecules have a much greater capacity
to prevent extremes of heat and cold in our climate, and are responsible for 95% of the Earth’s greenhouse effect.
They absorb far more of the heat radiated from the ground than carbon dioxide.
Of every 86,500 atmospheric particles, 400 are water vapour and four are CO2. Humanity’s contribution is one
solitary molecule. If there is a `culprit’ in climate change then it’s certainly not CO2.
Is the science really `done and dusted?’ 31,487 scientists have gone on record as saying they do not accept that
human activity is the principal driver of climate change.
It must be noted that a modest increase in global temperatures would be highly beneficial for the planet. If you want
plants to grow you place them in a glasshouse! Consider this; the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere varies by five
percent each year. The total contribution of humanity to CO2 levels is 1.8 percent. In other words humanity’s
contribution is well below the natural variation in the atmosphere. So logically our CO2 emissions cannot be
influencing climate change to any significant degree.

